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of the lateral dynamics of

commercial vehicle combinations

OLLE NORDSTRÖM/STAFFAN NORDMARK

Report from National Road and Traffic Research Institute Sweden

 

This article is an extended version ofa paper
given at the TUV-Kollogquium Entwicklungs-
stand der Objektiven Testverfahren för das
Fahrverhalten" in Köln 1977-12-01. The test

procedures described in the article are the
results of a number ofprojects initiated and
sponsored by the Swedish Department of

Communications and the Swedish Traffic
Safety Office. The aim of the projects was to
increase the knowledge concerning the later-
al dynamics of heavy vehicle combinations
with up to three articulation points and to
develop suitable proceduresfor the approval
of these vehicles from traffic safety point of

view. The main test procedure is a double
lane change manoeuvre. Complementary test
procedures concerning high speed off-track-
ing static overturning limit and lateral
sloshing have also been studied.

 

DK 629.1.073

1. Introduction
The importance of commercial road vehicles for the transport of goods
has steadily increased since the invention of the automobile. Part of this
expansion is due to the development of vehicles with larger and larger
load capacity and dimensions and the use of trailers. Restrictions of
different kinds have been put on the vehicles by the authorities for
different reasons. The load capacity of roads and bridges have resulted
in axle load limitations and the geometry of road intersections has
called for limitations of space demand in sharp turns. With the aim of
ensuring acceptable traffic safety, a large number of regulations similar
to those of passenger cars concerning braking lighting etc. have been
issued.
Safety oriented restrictions of special interest for commercial vehicles
concern total length, width, number of trailers and speed. The
justifications of these limits are continuously questioned as they
represent an obstacle for satisfying the demand for faster and more
economic transport of goods of as large dimension and weight as
possible which calls for heavier, longer and faster vehicles.
This demand has already resulted in a large number of articulated
vehicles. In some cases the trailers have steered rear axles in order to
keep space demand within reasonable limits. Another approach to
decrease space demand is to increase the number of vehicle units in
vehicle combinations for long distance transport. For delivery in cities
with still more restricted space such a combination can be split into
shorter ones.
Both combinations with steered axles and many articulations must,
however, be very carefully designed in order to avoid poor dynamic
stability at high speed.
The need for regulations by means of which it is possible to check these
dynamic characteristics has therefore become more and more obvious
and has been considered a necessary complement to regulations
concerning kinematic manoeuverability.
In 1970 the Swedish Department of Transportation contracted the
National Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute to develop a test
procedure for evaluation of the lateral dynamic stability of heavy
commercial vehicle combinations and to propose demands which
should have to be fulfilled for type approval.
A double lane change was chosen as primary test manoeuvre and a
computer simulation program has been developed by means of which
the test can be performed.
Full scale tests have been made in order to evaluate the proposed test
method and to validate the simulation program.
As complementary tests a steady state dynamic off-tracking test and a
static overturning test has been proposed.
The effect of lateral sloshing on the overturning risk of partly loaded
road tankers has also been studied and the method and results will be
reported briefly.

The basic work was finished in 1972 but further work was considered
necessary before the simulation could be used in legislation. The work
since then comprises
0 expansion of the vehicle model to be more universal
0 reprogramming in order to reduce computer cost and obtain more

general computer compatibility
0 reduction and simplification of input and output data
0 establishment of a basic data bank of more than 400 combi-

nations.

The proposed test procedures have still not been included in Swedish
Regulations but the double lane change computer test has been used
inofficially by the approval authorities.
In the following the different tests will be explained more in detail.

2. Double lane change test
The lateral dynamics of road vehicles are often divided in steady state
and transient behaviour. In general the transient behaviour is the most
critical. A transient test was therefore considered to be suitable as the
primary test procedure for evaluating the lateral dynamics of heavy
vehicle combinations. A double lane change test was chosen as being
the most severe manoeuvre that is probable to happen in real traffic. It
can also be performed on a relatively narrow test track.
The lateral limitations were chosen to simulate a 7 m wide road where
an obstacle 10 m in length and 2.5 m wide in the centre of the initial lane
has to be avoided.

For field testing a track is marked with cones according to Figure 1. The
cones are positioned along the road centre line and along the border
lines leaving a space of 40 m in which the lane change has to be
completed and then after 10 metres the return to the original lane can
start and has to be completed within further 40 metres. The test speed is
70 km/h which is the maximum legal speed limit for vehicle
combinations in Sweden. Furthermore the test is to be performed with
maximum allowed load and centre of gravity height. The test surface
has till now been characterized as "wet asphalt or wet concrete". A
better definition would be on a wet surface with a peak longitudinal
friction value of 0.8 + 0.1 measured with an ASTM or PIARC standard
test tyre at 80 km/h + 5 km/h.

In addition to this transient test a steady state high speed dynamic off-
tracking test is proposed and also a static overturning test which will be
explained later.
Due to the risk and high costs involved in this type of full scale test it
was considered desirable to have a computer simulation test as the
basic requirement for control purposes.
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Steering procedure DAVIS

Lenkverfahren DAVIS

Méthode de direction DAVIS

3. Computer simulation program

Due to the reasons mentioned before a digital computer simulation

program has been developed where the leading vehicle is steered along

a given path which corresponds to the double lane change earlier

described. The program which is written in Fortran IV and was

reported in detail by Nordmark 1976 (see literature list) has since then

been further developed and is now using a variable step predictor

corrector method (HPCG) which has increased the computation speed

three times compared to the previous Runge Kutta method. The

present computer cost is approximately 2 US dollars per real time

second giving a total cost of 22 US dollars per simulation run.

3.1. Vehicle model

By necessity the mathematical vehicle model has to be simplified

relative to the real vehicle. On the other hand a too simple model will

not give valid results. The model chosen has been judged to be a

reasonable compromise.

The vehicle model includes

Lateral and longitudinal motion

Yaw and roll motion

Load sensitive non linear tyre characteristics

Viscous and coulomb roll damping

All axles steerable

Lateral load transfer

Up to three articulations

Up to nine axle units

Driving or braking forces on the tractor

O0
O

O0
O0

O0
O0

O0
O0

O0

Lateral Dynamics 3

Major limitations in the model

Fixed roll axle

Linear springs

No interaction between lateral and longitudinal tyre forces

No pitch motion

No longitudinal load transfer

Stiff vehicle body

For all the vehicle units (truck, dolly, trailer) the same equations of

motion are set up and connected by constraint equations.

0
O0
0
0

O0
O0

 

 

Vehicle configuration Degrees of Constraint Total num-

freedom equations ber of

equations

Truck or tractor 4 4

Tractor and semitrailer 6 2 8

Truck and full trailer 8 4 12

Tractor, semitrailer and 10 6 16

full trailer
    

3.2. Tyre model

The tyre forces are obtained from a data matrix with tyre slip angle and

tyre vertical load as parameters. Linear interpolation is used to cover

the gaps between the data points which are taken from experimental

measurements.

3.3. Steering procedure (DAVIS)

The vehicle is steered by an inverse steering procedure called DAVIS

(Driver Approximation for Vehicle Investigations by Simulation). The

procedure which is illustrated by Figure 2 computes the front wheel

steering angle necessary to give the leading vehicle the lateral

acceleration needed to follow the desired path. This is done

independently of vehicle parameters, load or load distribution. As can

be seen in the figure a predetermined lateral acceleration of a given

point of the vehicle and the current values of state variables of the

leading vehicle are given as inputs to the inverse calculation of the

required front axle state defined by tyre load and side force demand.

These values act as input to the inverse tyre data table which gives the

side slip angle. From the side slip angle and the front axle velocity

vector the required steer angle can be calculated and used in the next

time step of the. vehicle state variable calculation.

It has been found that in order to avoid unreasonable steering

movements the third order time derivative of the lateral deviation

should be continuous. This does, however, not present any hard

constraint on the test course which is illustrated in Figure 3. The

acceleration-time history is composed by harmonic and linear functions

of time.

34. Input data

The numbers of required input data are approximately as follows

OQ Tractor-semitrailer combination 85

O Truck-full trailer 120

OQ Tractor-semitrailer-full trailer 155

The data concern geometry, weight, roll stiffness, roll damping, tyre

types, steering geometry, moments of inertia.

The aim has been to use vehicle data which are normally available to

the vehicle manufacturer as they are necessary in the design work and

in the specification for the customer.

More unusual data such as moments of inertia of wheel axles and

damping constants in the suspension system can in most cases be

approximated by suitably chosen standard data based on measure-

ments and calculations made by the institute and other manufacturers.

Within hitherto known practical limits of roll damping this parameter

has not been found critical, why an approximation with available data

has been considered to be adequate. A special subroutine program

calculates moments of inertia and centre of gravity positions from

simple weight and geometry data. The load is assumed to be

homogeneous.

3.5. Output data

Basically three different ways presenting the results are available.

1. Standard test result list.

This list gives the values of the risk criteria and indicates whether

the test is passed or not.

2. Complete plotting of the risk variables over time.

3. Animation.

This subroutine makes a top view drawing of the vehicle on the road
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Double lane change test as specified by
DAVIS steering procedure. Lateral vehicle
position and its time derivatives

Wechsel der Fahrbahn wie in der Prufanordnung
gemaB DAVIS vorgeschrieben. Seitliche Fahr-
zeugposition und zugeordnete Zeitableitungen

Changement de piste, tel qu'il est prescrit dans la
disposition d'essaisuivant DAVIS. Disposition la-
térale du véhicule et dériations du temps qui s'y
trouvent associées

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

4
Animated result presentation (from VTI report 96,
1976)
Bewegliche Darstellung der Prufergebnisse
(aus dem VTI-Bericht 96, 1975)
Représentation mobile des résultats de l'essai (tirée
du rapport de l'Institut suédois de recherche pour la
circulation routiére 96, 1975)
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Tyre side force measurement
(from VTI Report 67A, 1975)
Messung der Reifenseitenkraft
(aus VTI-Bericht 67A, 1975)
Mesure de la force latérale sur les
pneus (tirée du rapport 67A, 1975
de l'Institut)

Side slip angle
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Tyre side force characteristics with wheel

load (N) as parameter ' s-

Messung der Reifenseitenkraft mit Radlast

(N) als Parameter

Mesure de la force latérale sur les roues, avec

la charge des roues (N) come paramétre
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Proposed demand on lateral axle

deviation limits in double lane

change test
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changement de piste
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Trucks and full trailers with axle

loads as used in the simulations. A,

B, C, D, E denote variation of

towpin positions and drawbar

length

Lastzug mit vollbeladenem Anhanger

wie fur die Simulationsprufung einge-

setzt. A, B, C, D, E stellen Abwand-

lungen in der Lage des Zugbolzens
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including axles and wheels as well as the obstacle for any desired
time (Figure 4). This drawing is displayed on a screen and by filming
picture by picture with proper time spacing an animated film can be
made, that in some cases gives a better explanation of the result
than ordinary graphs or figures.

4. Validation
The full scale tests on which the computer simulated double lane
change test course was based were also used for validation purposes.
Tests were run with vehicle combinations with one, two and three
articulations. The longest vehicle was 24 m and had loaded weight of
about 50,000 kg. Up to twelve motion variables were recorded in each
run.
Vehicle tyre side force characteristics were measured on the rear axle
of a truck which was forced to run at different steady state slip angles by
means of a second truck that was attached to the rear axle by means of a
wire and a load sensor. Weight transfer between the two tested tyres
was avoided by placing the wire near the ground and applying the
vertical load with some lateral offset that was adjusted to the side force
(Figure 5, 6).
Moments of inertia of the vehicle units were measured in a special ball
bearing suspended rig and the centre of gravity position and suspension
characteristics were also determined experimentally.
The validation tests both with the actual test steer angle and the DAVIS
steering as input give simulation results that coincide well with the full

scale test results (Figure 7, 8).
The simulation results tend to be somewhat more severe. The validity
has, however, been considered good enough to suggest the use of the
simulation program for basic approval testing.

5. Accident risk criteria and proposed demands
The requirements that are proposed to be fulfilled in order to pass the
double lane change test successfully have been related to a number of
risk criteria which were selected in order to be closely related to the
real accident risk.
The following criteria were chosen
0 Lateral axle deviation (space demand)
0 Side slip angle (skidding risk)
D Oscillatory damping
D Overturning risk
D Rearward amplification

The lateral axle deviation characterizes the lateral space demand. The
proposed demand is based on the idea that all wheels shall stay within a
7 m wide road and not touch an obstacle 10 m long and leaving 4 m lane
width for passage. This gives limits for the lateral deviations of axle
centre which are defined as shown in Figure 9.
The side slip angle is a measure of friction utilization and skidding risk.
The proposed demand is that the side slip angle mean value must not
exceed 150 m rad (8.6*) on any axle except the front axle. The limit value
is based on measurements which show that the tyre force per slip angle
unit decreases sharply from about this value, which has correspon-
dingly adverse effect on the skidding risk. The front axle has been
excluded as it is under direct control of the driver and does not present a
stability problem.
Oscillatory damping. A swinging trailer presents a hazard for the
surrounding traffic and oscillations induced by the manoeuvre should
therefore be damped quickly.
The proposed demand is that all side slip angles must be smaller than
20 mrad (1.15*) after passing the point where the front axle has
maintained straight course for 75 metres.
The overturning risk (RV) is defined as

Ry =- wheel load on left side
 
static wheel load on left side

RV can be calculated for an axle or for a complete vehicle unit. In the
latter case all the wheel loads on the left side of the vehicle are added
together. The value RV = 1 indicates wheel lift or overturning.
The proposed demand was originally that RV should not exceed 1 on
any axle but later this has been considered as unnecessary hard and it is
suggested to replace axle by vehicle unit.
The rearward amplification, some times called whip lash effect, is
defined as the ratio between the risk factor maximum of a rear unit and
of the leading unit. If the rearward amplification exceeds unity the
driver may perceive the manoeuvre as less dangerous than it really is.
Due to the poor feedback from the rear units in a vehicle combination
this is considered to be a serious problem.
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Range of risk factors for truck and full trailer combinations

tested by the double lane change computer simulation

method

Bereich der Risikofaktoren för Zugwagen und Anhänger, gepräft

nach dem Fahrbahnwechsel-Simulationsverfahren

Plage des facteurs de risques pour le tracteur et la remorque soumise

å des essais suivant la måthode de simulation du changement de

piste

  

 

a - Q = SIDE SLIP ANGLES

OT = orr TRACKING

12

Steady state dynamic high speed off-tracking

Stationäre Hochgeschwindigkeits-Spurhaltepräfung

Essai stationnaire de maintien dans la piste å grande vitesse

The proposed demand on rearward amplification is, however, that it

must not exceed 2.

The reason is that it was regarded to be too difficult to achieve the value

1, which would have been desirable, with present design principles.

Further research was considered necessary before the limit should be

lowered.
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Hydraulic lifting device for static overturning test

Hydraulischer Heber fär stationäre Kipppräfung

Vérin de levage hydraulique pour 'essai de basculement stationnaire

6. Data bank and test results
It has been suggested that a large number of "typical" vehicle
combinations should be tested in the double lane change computer test.
These combinations would then present a "data bank" which could be
used by vehicle combination customers and manufacturers. The data
bank might also be the base for simpler design rules instead of the
proposed performance rules. This would give a simpler control but
might on the other hand restrain technical progress.
A first approach to this data bank has recently been made in that about
400 combinations have been tested. These combinations are mainly of
the truck and full trailer type with different number of axles, wheel base,
drawbar length, position of centre of gravity, trailer roll steer and
drawbar tow pin distance from trailer rear axle. The geometric
configurations are shown in figure 10. Truck rear-axles and all trailer
axles are equipped with twin wheels. Maximum load was applied
according to current Swedish regulations which impose restrictions on
axle load and vehicle weight as a function of the distance between the
first and the last axle in the combination.
The range of resulting risk factors for the different trailer types is
illustrated by Figure 11.

f. FORCE TRANSDUCERS

Concerning critical design factors the results until now indicate
0 The number of articulations should be small.
0 The distance between the rear axle and tow pin should be as short as

possible.
0 The normal loads on the tyres should be kept as low as possible

(bogie).
0 Trailers with long wheel base are to be preferred.
0 Steerable rear axles intended to reduce space demand in small

radius curves can have a bad effect on high speed transient
behaviour.

0 Long bogie arrangements can have a negative influence on
stability.

0 Roll steer on the trailer axles has a significant effect on the results
positive or negative and should therefore not be neglected in design
considerations.

0 Tyre characteristics have an important influence on the results.-A
change in truck tyre design which gives less difference between wet
and dry condition would therefore improve performance
significantly

7. Steady state high speed dynamic off-tracking
The term off-tracking is normally connected to the space requirement
in small radius turns without considering lateral accelerations and the
problem is that the rear axles move along a smaller radius than the front
axle.
At high speed the kinematic off-tracking is generally small due to the
much larger curve radius. Off-tracking due to slip angles produced in
order to establish cornering forces can instead cause the rear end to run
at a larger radius than the front end (Figure 12).
During the double lane change test this type of off-tracking motion
occurs as a transient. The steady state case was, however, also
considered to be of interest as it may appear less dangerous to the
driver than it really is. The danger lies in the possibility that the rear
wheels leave the road or lane towards the outside while the driver may
only be aware of a risk towards the inside of the curve when the radius is
small.
Therefore the double lane change manoeuvre was completed by the
following test.
0 With the vehicle carrying full load with the centre of gravity at

maximum height steady state cornering should be performed for 5
seconds at 70 km/h and a lateral acceleration of 2 m/s? The
proposed demand is that the off-tracking towards the outside of the
curve must not exceed 0.5 m during the test.
This test could be made as a computer test using the same basic
computer program as for the double lane change test or as a full
scale test. The road surface should be the same as in the double lane
change test.
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Scale model simulation test

procedure for the study of

overturning risk due to lateral

sloshing in road tankers (from

VTI Report 82A, 1975)
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verursacht durch Seitenbewe-

gung der Last im Tanklastzug (aus

VTI-Bericht 82A, 1975)

Modele d'essai de simulation pour
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8. Static overturning test
As a complement to the demands given in the double lane change test a
static full scale overturning test has been proposed. In order to assess a
background for requirements that would be a reasonable compromise
between safety and economy a series of full scale measurements were
made with representative Swedish vehicles on a hydraulic tilting device
capable of lifting 5 axles carrying 10,000 kg each (Figure 13).
The proposed demand is a static overturning limit corresponding to
4 m/s? lateral acceleration at any allowed combination of load and c g
height. The requirement corresponds well to a requirement given in the
vehicle regulations of the Federal Republic of Germany (BRD).

9. Overturning risk due to Lateral sloshing in road tankers
In the double lane change test the vehicle combination is fully laden and
in the computer test the load is assumed to be rigid.
The question was raised whether part loaded road tankers could have a
higher overturning risk in a transient manoeuvre than those with full
load. If that was the case, would longitudinal baffles be an effective
countermeasure ? After initial literature studies it was decided that the
problem needed further clarification. A dynamic scale model simulation
linked to a computer was chosen as test method. The liquid forces from
laterally moving tank models, scaled 1:10, together with its
acceleration were used as input signals to vehicle models in an analogue
and later a hybrid computer (Figure 14). The tank motion was applied
by a hydraulic servo as harmonic oscillations or double lane change
manoeuvres.
Three different tank shapes were tested, circular, elliptic and super
elliptic. With 50% load volume it was found that the increase in
overturning risk compared to rigid load could be up to somewhat more
than two times both in harmonic oscillations at frequencies low enough

to occur in normal driving and in the double lane change manoeuvre.
Tests with different numbers and shapes of longitudinal baffles were
also made which showed that three vertical baffles increase the
resonance frequency well above the region which can be expected in
the vehicle.
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Zusammenfassung Prufverfahren för die Bewertung und Bestimmung des Fahrverhaltens von
Nutzfahrzeugen mit Hänger unter Einwirkung von dynamischen Seitenkräften

Die schwedische StraBenverkehrsordnung bein- Um diese Läcke in der Gesetzgebung zu Fliissigkeitsbewegungen in  Tankfahrzeugen
haltet zur Zeit keine Bestimmungen liber das
zulassige Fahrverhalten schwerer Nutzfahr-
zeuge unter Einwirkung von dynamischen
Seitenkriaften.
Die Tendenz zum schnelleren und schwereren
Nutzfahrzeug mit mehreren Gelenkpunkten, die
unter Beriicksichtigung von wirtschaftlichen
Aspekten konzipiert sind, hat in Verbindung mit
der Kenntnis von Stabilititsproblemen dieser
Fahrzeuge das Bediirfnis solcher Bestimmungen
immer deutlicher gemacht.

schlieBen, hat das schwedische Institut fiir
StraBen- und Verkehrsforschung (VTI) den
Auftrag zur Entwicklung entsprechender Priif-
verfahren in Auftrag gegeben. Vorgeschlagen
und zur Diskussion gestellt wurde in diesem
Zusammenhang eine dynamische Kurvenspur-
versatzpriifung bei hoher Geschwindigkeit
(stationare Kurvenfahrt) die als Rechnersimulie-
rungen durchgefiihrt werden sowie eine stati-
sche Umkipppriifung auf dem Priifstand. Mittels
eines Modellversuchs wird die Auswirkung von

ermittelt und Empfehlungen fiir langsverlau-
fende Zwischenwiande gegeben. Die vorgeschla-
genen Priifverfahren und -bedingungen werden
in Kiirze erlautert.
Die zur Diskussion stehenden Risikofaktoren
sind: seitliche Achsverschiebungen, Schraglauf-
winkel der Achsen, Schwingungsdampfung,
Kipprisiko und Verstiarkung nach riickwarts der
Schraglaufwinkel und des Kipprisikos mit Bezug
auf das Zugfahrzeug.

Summary Test procedures for the evaluation of the lateral dynamics of commercial vehicle combinations

Present vehicle regulations in Sweden do not
comprise any performance requirements on the
lateral dynamics of heavy commercial vehicle
combinations. Trends towards faster and heavier
vehicles with many articulations based on
economical considerations together with the
awareness of stability problems have made the
need for such regulations more and more
obvious. In order to fill this gap the National
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

Résumé

(VTI) was contracted to develop suitable test
procedures. A double lane change manoeuvre
and a high speed dynamic off-tracking test
(steady state cornering) primarily to be
performed as computer simulation tests have
been proposed as well as a static overturning test
to be performed in full scale by means of a tilting
device. A scale model test procedure for
evaluating the effect of sloshing load in road
tankers has also been developed and the results

dynamique dans le cas des véhicules utilitaires

used for recommendation concerning longitu-
dinal baffles. The proposed tests and require-
ments are briefly described and some results
indicated. Suggested risk factors are: Lateral
axle deviation, axle side slip angles, oscillatory
damping, overturning risk and rearward amplifi-
cation of the side slip angles and the overturning
risk with the towing vehicle as reference.

Méthode d'essais pour l'appréciation et la détermination de comportement latérale

 
Le code de la route suédois ne comporte pas, a
heure actuelle, de réglements relatifs aux
comportement dynamique latérale admissible
dans le cas des véhicules utilitaires lourds.
L'évolution que les véhicules utilitaires devien-
nent de plus en plus rapides et lourds et articulé
pour des raisons d'aspect économiques combine
avec le connaissance des problémes de stabilité a

fait le besoin de ces reglement toujour plus
evident.
Afin de combler cette lacune dans la législation,
l'Institut suédois de recherche pour les routes et
la circulation routiére a passé commande pour le
développement de méthodes d'essai appro-
priées. Ont été proposés et soumis a une
discussion, dans ce contexte un essai de

déplacement de pas des roues en virage
dynamique en haute vitesse (roulage station-
naire en virage) effectuer comme des simulations
ares assistance de liquide dans des véhicules a
citerne, angle de dérive des essieux, l'amortisse-
ment des oscillations, le risque de capotage et
amplification vers derriére des angles de dérive
et de risque de capotage avec le véhicule tracteur
comme référence.






